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Achieve new levels of fitness in just minutes a day with high intensity interval training (HIIT)
workouts...tabata style!A long-time favorite of athletes looking to reach their peak and stay
competitive, high intensity interval training (HIIT) burns body fat with more efficiency than any
other method. By pushing your body close to its exercise limits for very brief periods, HIIT
achieves real results in improving both cardiovascular and respiratory functions. Requiring less
time than any other method of fitness, tabata, a form of HIIT, is now acknowledged to be the
single most advantageous form of exercise for any number of fitness goals.Tabata lets you push
your body to its physical limits—getting the results you want while avoiding stress-based injuries
and unwanted setbacks. Requiring little to no equipment, tabata is as affordable as it is effective.
The Tabata Workout Handbook lets you tailor the intensity of your workout to your starting ability.
And since each movement only takes 4 minutes to complete, tabata is perfect for any schedule!
The Tabata Workout Handbook includes:• Over 100 tabata routines, with endless possible
variations• Weighted tabata workout drills, letting you work tabata into any strength-building
program• Detailed, easy-to-understand exercise descriptions to help you master each tabata
movement• Tips on how to best supplement your existing workout regimen, letting you
customize your tabata experience to fit your needs• Tabata Tracker journal pages to help you
keep track of your progressWhether you’re looking to intensify an existing workout, increase your
fitness results, or overcome your personal fitness plateau and reach new heights, The Tabata
Workout Handbook shows you how!

About the AuthorROGER HALL is one of America's leading fitness experts. Roger is an HKC
certified kettlebell trainer and has created innovative programs for both men and women
designed to maximize efficiency and produce extraordinary results. Roger received his master’s
degree in education from the State University of New York at Albany. For more than 8 years,
Roger has implemented programs for all fitness levels. Roger owns Catskill Kettlebells, where he
teaches the art and science of kettlebell training. --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.
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Hatherleigh Press is committed to preserving and protecting the natural resources of the earth.
Environmentally responsible and sustainable practices are embraced within the company’s
mission statement.Visit us at and register online for free offers, discounts, special events, and
more.Tabata Workout HandbookText copyright © 2015 Roger HallAll rights reserved. No part of
this book may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form or by any
means, electronic or otherwise, without written permission from the Publisher.Library of
Congress Cataloging-in-Publication Data is available upon request.All Hatherleigh Press titles
are available for bulk purchase, special promotions, and premiums. For information about
reselling and special purchase opportunities, please call 1-800-528-2550 and ask for the
Special Sales Manager.Cover design by Heather Magnan.eBook design adapted from the print
design by Heather Magnan.v3.1CONTENTSCoverTitle PageCopyrightLET’S GET STARTED!
What is Tabata?Benefits of TabataGeneral Terms and GuidanceEXERCISE
DESCRIPTIONSBody Weight ExercisesMinimal Gear ExercisesKettlebell ExercisesGym
ExercisesTABATA WORKOUTSBeginning TabatasBody Weight TabatasTabatas with Minimal
Gear and KettlebellsTrack and Field TabatasTabatas at the GymTABATA TRACKERINDEX OF
EXERCISESWHAT IS TABATA?The Tabata Training MethodDesigned to afford the body an
efficient workout—with maximum benefits—in a short amount of time, the tabata training method
uses high intensity interval training to provide a full workout, building strength and improving
cardio condition. Developed and tested by esteemed physiologist Dr. Izumi Tabata in Tokyo,
tabata allows for practical, reliable results even under the tight time restrictions of the modern
lifestyle. At four minutes per exercise, tabata workouts can easily be completed on a lunch break!
Training tabata style allows you to shed fat while maintaining current fitness levels and building
more muscle. Whether used as your primary means of working out, or as a way to simply add
some extra variety and intensity to your weekly routine, tabata style training is fast, efficient,
flexible, and above all—it works!A tabata interval works as follows: Working at the maximum
capacity that your body and technique allows for, exercise intensely for 20 seconds. Following
this, rest for 10 seconds. Continue low-stress movement, making sure to control your breathing
as you prepare to resume full-force motion. Repeat this cycle, focusing on one exercise at a
time, for a total of eight intervals per exercise.This style of training allows for tabata’s integration
with a wide variety of fitness programs. Applicable with or without body weights, free weights (or
a combination of the two), squats, burpees, stationary and spin bikes, even sprinting are all
potential avenues for tabata interval training. The primary focus is on maintaining one’s top-level
effort throughout the interval, and completing all eight intervals before allowing the body to fully
relax.The key to tabata training, particularly when integrating tabata into an existing workout
routine, is to only use weights and movements that are appropriate (in other words, easy enough
or difficult enough) for you. Remember that as you continue to work out, your body will begin to
change as it improves; exercises that were once difficult will become easy! Be aware of this; as



you begin to see progress, continue to advance your fitness goals, using options that are
challenging to you.Many of the workouts in this book can be completed with little to no
equipment, and can be performed virtually anywhere. If you do have some basic equipment,
integrating weights or resistance into your tabata workout can provide even more significant
results.That being said, tabata style training is an advanced method of working out, and may
present some difficulty for the inexperienced. When working out, and especially when working
out alone, it can be difficult to maintain the good form that would normally keep you safe—
particularly when working out intensely. Before beginning your workout, spend about 10 minutes
doing some joint mobility stretches. Practice the movements in your workout, completing
between 5–10 repetitions of each, to familiarize yourself with the motions and create muscle
memory for the movement as a whole.The importance of form is paramount—not just in terms of
safety, but in terms of your fitness results. When I train clients in my gym, I always encourage
them to fight against the clock, not just for one more rep, but for one more rep with perfect form.
This is more difficult to achieve, and will require you to rest more, but the best way to get strong
is to complete all of your movements with excellent body mechanics. If it is a struggle for you,
keep at it! In a few weeks, come back and try the same workout again; see how much progress
you have made.TRACK YOUR PROGRESSOne of the best ways to track your own progress is
by “scoring” yourself. Write down the number of burpees, sit ups, or kettlebell swings you
completed in your last 4 minute interval. Then, when you do the same workout again, check your
new count against what you did the last time. This will let you know if you are progressing, and
whether it is time to find a new variation of the movement—one that is a bit more difficult, to
ensure you continue to get stronger!BENEFITS OF TABATAResearch has shown that exercise
focused on short, intense bursts of energy where the heart rate reaches about 90 percent of its
maximum capacity, interspersed with short periods of rest, is significantly more effective at
increasing overall fitness levels.Tabata training is more effective at increasing both one’s VO2
max (maximal aerobic capacity) and anaerobic capacity than other forms of interval training and
distance training. It also raises your metabolism and allows you to burn more body fat, letting you
get much more out of your workout, all in a substantially shorter time frame. And, because the
movements are so intense and always change, tabata routines remain fun and engaging.With
each workout only taking 16 minutes to complete (plus a little warm up time) tabata workouts are
convenient and easy to fit into your day. They can be done whenever or wherever you like, and
the movements can even be modified to fit your time, place, and overall fitness and energy
levels, letting you stay safe while you work to achieve your fitness goals.SOME BENEFITS OF
TABATA TRAINING INCLUDE:• Improved fitness level in a short amount of time• Increased
aerobic and anaerobic capacity• More stamina• Increased lean muscle mass• Decreased
body fat• Better cardiorespiratory capacity• Strength gainsTabata training is a great fitness
tool that can be used as a standalone training program for anyone who wants to increase their
fitness levels, gain strength, and shed body fat. When exercising for these purposes, it is
recommended to do tabata workouts three to four times per week, as long as you are sufficiently



recovered and have rested appropriately between workouts. With this approach, tabata work
combined with a healthy diet is a quick and easy way to help you build strength and lose
fat.Tabata work can also be used in conjunction with other sport-specific or goal-specific training
routines to help you become faster and stronger, while increasing your capacity to work at
maximum levels over a longer period of time. Using high intensity interval training is more
effective, more interesting, and quicker than using running to increase cardio capacity or to trim
unwanted body fat.GENERAL TERMS AND GUIDANCEHow to Use This BookThis book can be
used in a variety of different ways, depending on your fitness goals. If your goal is to increase
your condition level, all while maintaining your current fitness program, tabata makes for a great
supplement. If you are instead looking for a fitness plan that you can perform on your own
without expensive equipment or a designated workout space, tabata provides great results with
minimal investment. However, to get the most benefit possible from this handbook, you should
consider investing in a few key pieces of equipment—multipurpose tools suitable for a wide
range of fitness programs.We recommend:◆ A few kettlebells of differing weights (at least one
you can swing and one you can put over your head)◆ Dumbbells◆ A pull-up bar◆ Good, all-
purpose athletic shoesThe key is to pick the exercises that you know you can do and complete
them with higher intensity. Try to pick three to four workouts each week that target all of your
major muscle groups. Following this, take a rest day; a break between tabata workouts will allow
your body to recover more fully, and get stronger as a result. If you still want to work out on your
off days, doing some “active recovery” exercises like biking, taking a brisk walk, or going for a
light jog are all great ways of letting your body catch its breath.As your fitness level increases,
you may need to alter some of the workouts to ensure they continue to meet your needs. If you
feel the need to supplement the exercises, try to maintain the basic movements themselves, and
focus on increasing the movement’s difficulty. In terms of maintaining one’s form and safety while
exercising, do not try to modify the movement itself to be more complex. You open yourself up to
unnecessary risk, and there are still easier ways of increasing your workout’s gain.For example:
the basic movement of a kettlebell swing is the hip hinge. If you feel that swinging the weight you
have is becoming too easy, you can start to use a heavier kettlebell, try deadlifting with a heavier
barbell, or try doing a snatch instead. If there is a workout that calls for a push press, but your
weights are too light, try to keep within the basic “push” movement. You could perform an
exercise where you push something away from your body—a strict press, a deficit push-up or a
handstand push-up would all be acceptable substitutes. If air squats are too easy, turn them into
front squats, or even jumping squats. Pulling movements should always be substituted for
another pull. If you don’t have a pull-up bar, you can clean, or do rows or snatches.Above all,
when altering a movement in this book to allow for more options or more challenge, remember
the basics of the tabata interval: anything you change will still need to be realistic as a part of a
tabata interval.Your work time for each movement remains fixed at only 4 minutes. After
practicing each movement between 5 to 10 times, and making sure that you are sufficiently
warmed up, work as hard and as fast as you can (while maintaining good form and rhythm) for



20 seconds. Following this (and all subsequent periods of activity in the workout) rest for 10
seconds. When you rest, try to keep moving, keeping the working body parts loose and moving.
Repeat this cycle eight times for a total of 4 minutes per exercise.Helpful TerminologyActive
Recovery: During your rest or recovery period, continue to move by shaking out your legs or
arms to help your body pump blood and oxygen back to your fatigued muscles. You can also do
some isometric holds, such as a plank pose. Performing isometric holds is also a way to
increase the difficulty level of the tabata workout.Bodyweight Movements: An exercise using only
the weight of your body.Compound Movements: An exercise that involves multiple muscle
groups.
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Joseph J. Truncale, “A good reference source if you are into the high intensity Tabata system
workout routines.. I have been into physical fitness all my life and I am always seeking new and
innovative workout programs. I am into my golden years but I still workout six to seven days a
week. One of the systems I have been doing lately is the Tabata workout which is one of the
HIIT (High intensity interval training) exercise systems. Dr. Izuma Tabata is a well-known
physiologist from Tokyo, Japan and in his research on exercise he developed a system based
upon his test results. He discovered that doing 20 seconds of high intense exercise followed by
10 seconds rest and doing that 8 times provided an effective body workout and it only takes 4-
minutes.Some people mistakenly claim the Tabata system only requires 4-minutes of high
intensity to benefit from this program; however, this can be misleading. Besides the warm-up
and cool down periods, you actually do 16-minutes of high intensity exercises. The program
consists of 4 different exercises doing each one for the 8 cycles of 4-16 total minutes. In any
case, I purchased this book Tabata Workout Handbook to achieve maximum fitness by Roger
Hall for a bargain price on Amazon.I really liked this book a lot because it provides a wide variety
of different kinds of exercises you can use doing the Tabata workout. One of the kinds of
exercise which was NOT mentioned in this book which is fantastic for the Tabata type of workout
is swimming and other water based exercises. In fact, this is where I do most of my exercises
because of medical issues.If you are seeking a good solid basic text on the many types of
exercises you can do in the Tabata system this book is for you. My only complaint is that there
are no photos or illustrations showing many of these exercises. Fortunately, I am familiar with
most of the exercises in this text. If you are into the HIIT WOD (Workout of the day) programs you
may want to check out this book. I use it as a reference source.Rating: 5 Stars. Joseph J.
Truncale (Author: Training Alone in Combatives)”

S. Wain, “Great book. Great workouts exactly what I needed. Been doing these workouts 2x per
week for the last 6 weeks.  A great addition to my workout program.”

mary brown, “Great workouts!. Love the format. Simple and easy to use. Great workouts!”

Brian J McCarthy, “Good. Good”

Andrew Cooper, “Adds variety when workouts get stale. I already do tabata but wanted
something new. This book gives me a challenge in that i have to follow someone elses routines
not my own.”

Mr & Mrs POULOPOULOS, “Great book. Ok so this book has over 100 workouts some weighted
some KB some body weight, if you know what your doing you'll love it as I do, if your a beginner
the written explanation of how to perform each exercise is a bit complicated, which is the reason



I gave it 4 stars. I'd still recommend getting it because you'll get there but you may have a few
"what does that mean" moments”

George Partridge, “lots of exercises would have liked pictures as well but well worth the money
and .... lots of exercises would have liked pictures as well but well worth the money and gives
you an very wide range of exercises that you can mix/matchbuy it”

The book by Roger Hall has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 108 people have provided feedback.
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